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Abstract 

 

The thesis is based in a constructed light vehicle that must be improved by adding a hydraulic energy 

recovery system. This vehicle named as TrecoLiTH, participated in the Formula Electric and Hybrid 

competition (Formula EHI) 2009 in Italy -Rome- and won several awards. 

This system consists in two hydraulic motors hub mounted which are used to store fluid at high 

pressure in an accumulator when braking. Through a valve the pressure will flow from the high 

pressure accumulator to the low pressure one, and consequently the vehicle will get extra acceleration. 

This thesis consists in finishing the assembly and testing it, as the main idea was already thought and 

some of the necessary parts were acquired before. Firstly, a quick overview of the bike is done and the 

current state of it at the end of the thesis is discussed. After that, the mechanism used to actuate the 

system is developed and explained, with which some CAD software was used to design and make 

some FEA. Straight afterwards the work focused on the tests and its development. A quick discussion 

about what tests should be done, the preparations and also the way that some measurements were done 

is commented. In order to do these measurements a data acquisition device and some software to deal 

with it was used.  

Thereupon, calculations to know if the system auto-compensates the weight added, causing more 

rolling resistance, and the oil frictions are done. In this part the performance and reliability of the 

system is discussed, as well as the feelings of the driver. Finally, improvements and possible 

modifications are listed with the aim of upgrade the vehicle, the system and the way of work. 

 

Keywords: Hybrid system, hydraulic hybrid, energy storage, hydraulic system, regenerate energy, 

braking, pressure 
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1. Nomenclature 

 

To make easier the reading of this document, some acronyms and abbreviations have been used and 

are listed below. 

 

HERS Hydraulic Energy Recovery System  

HPA High Pressure Accumulator  

LPA Low Pressure Accumulator  

FEA Finite Element Analysis  

CAD Computer Aided Design  

FPGA Field-programmable gate array  

VI Virtual Instrument  
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2. Introduction 

In this thesis is presented the methodology used to implement the hydraulic regenerative system in a 

light vehicle. The chapters of this thesis are chronologically ordered as they were carried out. 

2.1. Background 

This project starts when a group of Mechanical Engineering students from Linköping University were 

assigned to design a vehicle for their Project Course, 

during the spring of 2009. That vehicle, which had to be 

electric or hybrid, was going to participate in a competition 

called Formula EHI, (Formula Electric and Hybrid Italy). 

This competition which was created by the ATA 

(Associazione Tecnica dell’Automobile) in 2005, took 

place in Rome the autumn of 2009. So they build a three 

wheeled vehicle called TrecoLiTH. It had one rear wheel 

and two wheels in the front and could steer and tilt at the 

same time. To learn more information regarding to the 

TrecoLiTH, see the Project Course Report 2009, reference 

(BikeLiTH, 2009). 

Two of the most important points in the EHI competition were the ―Endurance / Energy economy‖ 

(250 from 1000 points) and the ―Engineering design‖ (300 from 1000 points). To achieve that, they 

were thinking in a system that would increase the 

autonomy and could be innovative in this kind of 

vehicle. This way, they would get more points to win. 

So they came with the idea of an energy recovering 

system when braking. In this field, many solutions 

could be found since it is not a novel idea. Firstly they 

thought in a system which would recharge the 

batteries, using the motor as a generator when braking. 

The problem is that with this system, even including 

capacitors, charging this kind of batteries takes a long 

time, more than stop the vehicle.  

Another kinetic regenerative system then was looked for. Some garbage or delivery trucks are using 

hydraulic regenerative systems to save energy and reduce the environmental impact. This system has a 

good advantage when is used in vehicles that must operate with lots of stop-and-go. This way, an 

Figure 2.2 TrecoLiTH in EHI 2009. Source: 

(Members, 2010). 

Figure 2.1 Building the TrecoLiTH. Source:  

(Members, 2010). 
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amount of energy can be stored. It is also easier because they have place for a system like this since is 

implemented in the powertrain. In the end, the fuel consumption is reduced and also the maintenance 

in brakes. 

Inspired in the system explained above, the same kind would be implemented in the TrecoLiTH. 

However, the regenerative system would not be mounted in the powertrain. Since the vehicle has three 

brake friction discs, one in each wheel, a secondary hydraulic regenerative system will be added. Two 

hydraulic motors would be hub mounted in the front wheels. The motors should be connected through 

a valve to the accumulators. When braking is needed, the valve’s lever is positioned to one side and the 

pump/motors work pumping oil to the HPA (High Pressure Accumulator). When the HPA is full, if 

acceleration is needed, the valve’s lever is positioned opposite than before and the pump/motors work 

as motors. Then, oil from the HPA flows through the motors to the LPA (Low Pressure Accumulator); 

the motors now get the energy and give an extra acceleration to the vehicle. Thanks to this system, 

electric energy should be saved in the end. 

More information about the general hydraulic regenerative system can be found in section 4.3.7 from 

reference (BikeLiTH, 2009). 

 

2.2. Aim of the project 

Sometimes inventions of the past can be beyond belief such as a point that electric vehicles are not 

new. As early as 1900, Ferdinand Porsche invented an electric car with motors in both front wheels. 

Nowadays novel electric vehicles are in every motor show, showing its improvements and innovations. 

This hydraulic system was thought with the purpose of save energy. Not as the point of view of 

replacing petrol powered cars, but regenerate some of the energy that is being wasted while braking so 

as to decrease the total energy used. 

It is always in mind the amount of pollution that mankind produces every day. When thinking in save 

energy it is also a way to reduce pollution. A hybrid vehicle like TrecoLiTH can be considered as a 

really good sustainable vehicle, depending on where the electric energy used is coming from. 

In other respects, a similar hydraulic linkage is being used in heavy garbage trucks (a Parker 

application can be seen in (Gannon, 2009) or more information in (Ogando, 2007)). Testing this 

technology in light vehicles is a way to learn how it works there and make new research and 

developments. Going further with that, light vehicles are being developed to use less energy, as mass is 

an important factor. But the higher the mass is, the better the hydraulic system works, so this is a 

contradiction that can affect the development of this technology in light vehicles. 
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2.3. Scope of work 

Since the vehicle was already built and the idea of the HERS (Hydraulic Energy Recovery System) 

already thought, the work done with the vehicle during this period of time was to simulate, assembly 

and test the hydraulic system. The project was done side by side with four people, but two different 

reports were done. 

This report centers in assembly and test. However, some changes had to be done to the TrecoLiTH to 

be able to deal with the hydraulic system. See chapter 3.2 for further information about these changes.  

The vast majority of this thesis is focused in the tests and its results. The tests done were simple tests, 

as the logistics and material needed to do standard tests were expensive and difficult to implement. 

Furthermore analysis inside the system, that is fluid behaviour or retardations in the mechanisms, were 

not done. 

Regarding to the powertrain and electric supply of the vehicle, no modifications were done. It was 

working properly and the only think that could be done was to use the batteries as voltage supply 

during the tests. 
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3. TrecoLiTH: The vehicle 

The vehicle is equipped with an electric DC motor powered by batteries. For more information about 

the vehicle, is recommended to read section 4.3 from (BikeLiTH, 2009). On it, how the vehicle was 

built and also many more particular specifications can be found. 

3.1. General specifications 

A quick glance to the most important specifications of the vehicle is done below. A few values of the 

whole vehicle plus some information of the powertrain and its energy can be found. Whereas for being 

a motorbike was quite heavy, it was considered a light vehicle, as a similar hydraulic system had been 

introduced in trucks. 

 

Table 3.1 TrecoLiTH General specifications, Source: (Members, 2010) 

Performance: 

Weight    244 kg (with hydraulics 300 kg) 

Top speed   80 km/h 

0-75m    6,13s 

 

Motor:  

LEM 200 dc motor 

Wheight   11kg 

Voltage    72 V 

Peak current   400 A 

Peak power   25 kW 

Torque    33 Nm 

Angular speed   3600 rpm 

 

Motor controller: 

Alltrax 7245 

Programmable by USB with possibility to adjust maximum current and throttle response 

Current limit    450 A 
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Batteries: 

Thunder sky 

Number of cells   23 

Chemistry    LiFePO4 

Capacity   60 Ah 

Weight    2,5 kg/cell 

Size    215x115x61 mm 

Voltage range   2,5 – 4,25 V 

Nominal voltage   3,2 V 

Max discharge current  10C (puls) 

Cycle life   2000 (80%) / 3000 (70%) 

 

3.2. Current state of the TrecoLiTH 

When many different work groups are in the same project in different periods of time, it is critical to 

leave on record about what has been done each time. This way, is easy for the next work group to carry 

on with the project. In order to go on record about what had been done with the TrecoLiTH after the 

competition in Italy in 2009, the following list of modifications and things to fix was written down: 

3.2.1. Tilting modified 

Firstly and before mounting the HERS to the vehicle, the tilting was modified. In the left picture of 

Figure 3.1, the tilting limiters which were moved to the center are shown. On the right picture is shown 

that the tilting limiters are making contact with the two screws in the holed plate. Then, the TrecoLiTH 

was in a position where the tilt was the lower possible. 

This was made because when tilting, with the motors mounted to each front wheel’s hub, they could 

contact the a-arms. At this moment, the motors did not hit the a-arms tilting or steering, but obviously 

the turning radius had been increased. 

  
Figure 3.1 Tilting limiters in closest position. 
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3.2.2. Left front wheel axle repaired 

In the EHI competition of 2009, the TrecoLiTH lost the front left wheel during the race. This was due 

to a design that allowed the axle to get loosen while the wheel was spinning. 

So the axle unscrewed and broke a little bit. Then, the immediate solution 

was to re-screw it periodically during the race. 

During this project that axle was repaired, but the problem of unscrewing had 

not been solved and it is necessary to tight it again each time. In order to 

avoid this problem and prevent another lost wheel, a locker system should be 

found. Here in Figure 3.2, a picture of the left wheel and the new screw-axle 

mounted. 

 

3.2.3. Broken left brake caliper 

As explained above, due to the wheel lost in the race, the brake disc 

bent and then the left calliper slightly broke. So both parts, brake 

disc and caliper, were affected as shown in Figure 3.3. 

This is not critical, since the tests were done with the broken caliper 

without any problem; but it can be dangerous. For example when 

braking hard the right wheel brakes more than the left one and the 

behaviour of the bike is to try to over/understeer or spin. 

3.2.4. HERS and hydraulic linkage 

Naturally, the addition of a hydraulic regenerative braking system was another modification; due to it 

is the reason of this project. Also must be mentioned the hydraulic linkage done to use the HERS and 

many other parts explained later in this report. 

3.2.5. Broken hydraulic valve 

The valve used in the HERS is not designed to reach high pressures in the low pressure side. However, 

in the LPA the pressure reached was around 25 bars (and that was high enough). Because of that, after 

few tests, the valve started to leak oil. 

So first of all, if the vehicle and the HERS have to be used, the valve must be repaired or modified by 

another one which could support, at least, more than 25 bars. 

 

Figure 3.2 Left wheel and 

left axle. 

Figure 3.3 Broken left caliper. 
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4. Hydraulic Energy Recovery System 

In this chapter there is the information related to the hydraulic system, regarding to the parts mounted 

in the vehicle, the simulation did in AMESim and the hydraulic linkage designed. 

4.1. The hydraulic system 

A quick view of the HERS is presented in this section. In the Figure 4.1 below there is a scheme of the 

HERS, how it works and which parts are used. These parts were delivered from Parker Hannifim. 

 
Figure 4.1 HERS’ scheme and corresponding physical parts. 

The weight of the whole HERS, including the hoses and the oil was around 56kg. 

For further information don’t hesitate to read section 2.1 from the reference Hydraulic energy 

recovering system in a three-wheeled vehicle (Hallman, et al., 2010). 

4.2. The hydraulic simulation 

The complete information about this section can be found in the Project Course, (Hallman, et al., 

2010). The results from the simulation, which were made in AMESim, are related to the critical 

diameter of the hoses, the losses in each part of the HERS and the total efficiency estimated of the 

system. 
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4.3. The hydraulic linkage 

In order to use the HERS the valve lever had to be moved between its two positions: to one side to 

charge the HPA when braking; to the other side to discharge the HPA and use the pressure to 

accelerate the vehicle. 

Since the valve was mounted at the front of the bike, a mechanism was needed to let the driver move 

that lever while driving. This mechanism was later called the hydraulic linkage. As the position of the 

valve is centered in the front of the vehicle and the footrest is slightly moved to one side, the linkage 

must be able to connect the valve and the foot properly. 

4.3.1. Proposed solutions 

The solutions could come inspired from a motorbike shifter, as the mechanism is similar and there are 

no gears in the vehicle. So following this way, two solutions were thought: 

- Push-pull cable: 

Consist in a steel cable placed inside a cover, that due to its flexibility can do curves or bends, 

but is also stiff enough to transmit force in both directions, push and pull. 

- Stiff rod mechanism: 

This mechanism consists in a rigid rod which connects the valve’s lever to an axle inside a 

pipe that transfers the foot movement from the footrest to the center of the vehicle. 

Finally, the push-pull cable solution was left aside, so the design 

would be a stiff rod mechanism. It was easier to find the needed 

material in the workshop and was more reliable than the one with 

cable. The only problem seen was that when the TrecoLiTH was 

tilting, braking or pitching, the valve’s lever could hit the ground. 

Therefore, some improvements had to be done in order to avoid 

collisions with the ground. So first of all, the valve was lifted up, as it 

can be seen in Figure 4.2. 

4.3.2. Requirements 

Later on, some requirements were thought in order to have an accurate design: 

- The linkage must be stiff enough to resist the strength of driver’s foot. 

- Should return to neutral position. 

Figure 4.2 Valve lifted up. 
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- The driver should feel comfortable. Brake and accelerate should be easy. The lever should 

move without a big effort and big movement of the foot. 

- Avoid as much as possible the frictions in the movable parts, in order to have a smooth 

linkage. 

- It must be adjustable, to be easy to assemble. 

- Also easy to build, cheap and reliable. 

4.3.3. Design and calculations 

As the mechanism had to interact with the driver, the ergonomic aspect was capital. To design the 

footlever, first must to be checked how the foot was placed in the footrest. Then, when deciding how 

long the footlever had to be, it was seen that: as much long the footlever is, more displacement of the 

foot tip must be done. So regarding to this aspects, a footlever had to be designed. This lever should be 

as short as possible in order to have small displacement upwards and downwards, but keeping in mind 

that the shorter the footlever is, the higher the strength done with the foot is. 

Once the solution was chosen and the requirements were exposed, some calculations and drafts were 

done. So in this way after the first drafts, a FEA (Finite Element Analisys) was done to the main parts 

of the hydraulic linkage. Also a buckling analysis was done to the stiff rod. This way a mechanism as 

lighter as possible was looked for. These calculations can be found in the Appendix A.  

To draw the hydraulic linkage, Pro-Engineer Wildfire 4.0 was used. The whole design of the 

TrecoLiTH and the hydraulic linkage was in a server called Windchill, which works with Pro-

Engineer. The drawings can be found in Appendix B.  

Later on when using the footlever, was noticed that it was even too short, so an improvement must be 

done as it explained in section 6.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Hydraulic linkage CAD assembly 
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Above in Figure 4.3, the assembly of the hydraulic linkage can be seen, while in the table below the 

parts are listed. 

 

      Table 4.1 Parts’ list 

Ball number Name 

1 HYD_LINKAGE_FOOTLEVER_H 

2 HYD_LINKAGE_BUSHING_FOOT_H 

3 HYD_LINKAGE_AXIS_H 

4 HYD_LINKAGE_BUSHING_AXIS 

5 HYD_LINKAGE_AXIS_LEVER_H 

6 HYD_LINKAGE_FORK_H 

7 HYD_LINKAGE_ROD_H 

8 DIN933 M6x20 

9 DIN933 M8x30 

10 DIN934 M8 

11 STUD M8x40 

4.3.4. How the hydraulic linkage works 

While riding the bike, the driver is seated with his feet on the footrest. On the right foot he will find the 

rear brake. On the left, the hydraulic linkage footlever, which let the driver actuate the system.  

Figure 4.4 on the left shows a detail of the valve’s lever, connected to the fork and the rod end. On the 

right picture is shown the footlever which used for the HERS. 

  
Figure 4.4 1) Brake function. 2) Accelerate function 

As shown above with arrows, moving down the front part -number 1- from the footlever, the hydraulic 

brake is on, thanks to the pump / motors (working as pumps now). Then if moved down the back part 

of the footlever as shown in number 2, extra propulsion is obtained from the motors / pump (now, 

working as motors). 

1 2

1 2
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5. Test of the HERS 

When the HERS was already mounted in the vehicle many test had to be done, in order to know its 

performance. This way it could be found how was the behaviour of the HERS and if it would be useful 

in a near future. That is if it compensates the increase of weight added to the bike, the friction of the oil 

flowing inside the valve in neutral position and the increase of rolling resistance. 

In this chapter, first is explained the aim of the test. When it was known which goals were proposed to 

reach, a way of achieving them was thought. In the same time was seen the necessity of saving all the 

data got from the test. This was laborious due to the new software and hardware never used before. 

Then, when the data was acquired, was the time to understand the HERS, also to realise the mistakes 

did. Finally, see the conclusions and later, look for improvements. 

5.1. Objectives 

- Get a validate model of the HERS. 

- Check the HERS and the TrecoLiTH reliability with the system. 

- Know the rolling resistance of the vehicle. 

- Know how the pressure and the speed are varying when braking and accelerating. 

- Guess if the temperature has influence in the results. 

- Compare and contrast the simulations with the reality. 

5.2. Test to do 

In the beginning, a comparison of the TrecoLiTH with other vehicles in the market was searched. For 

this purpose, some test based in the ―European Cycles of Consumption‖ wanted to be done. However, 

these tests are difficult to do without a testing bench. 

So to know how the HERS would behave, the rolling resistance had to be found. This way, the friction 

with and without HERS was studied. Then these values could be added to the simulation and make it 

more real. So at the end it should be known how many energy was added when the HERS was 

connected. 

Finally the tests that were done close to the parking behind A building were: 

Checking distance: 

1. Rolling resistance. Test at speeds of 40, 30, 20, 10 km/h 

a) HERS connected 

b) HERS no connected 
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c) No HERS 

2. Brake with HERS: at speeds of 50 and 30 km/h to 0 km/h. 

3. Accelerate with HERS after a braking: from 0km/h. 

Checking acceleration: 

4. From 0 to 50 km/h with electric motor. 

5. From 0 to 50 km/h with electric motor plus HERS 

5.3. Setting up the vehicle and preparations for the test 

Since the vehicle had to be test, some important aspects in order to get accurate results were thought. 

In this way, the cycles must be as similar as possible. So the following scenario was posed: 

- Same driver in each test, for the weight and the handling. 

- Same road and in the same direction each time. 

- Same tyre’s pressure, regarding to the variability of the rolling resistance 

- Check the outdoor temperature in each test, as they were going to be done in different days 

and the differences could be important.  

- Place some references in the test path, in order to start the tests (accelerating or braking) in the 

same place. 

- Fully charge the batteries before each test. 

- Warm-up the vehicle before starting the tests. 

- Repeat each test more than once. 

 

Before beginning the test, many actions had to be done. 

Vehicle set-up: 

- Fill oil in the hydraulic system. Take the air out of it. More 

information about how this was made can be found in section 

5.1 of (Hallman, et al., 2010). 

- Repair the left axle. Re-screw the left axle. Check the 

hydraulic linkage. 

- Weight the vehicle. Weight the HERS, motors, hoses, valve 

and accumulators. 

- Check the tyres’ pressures. 

 

  Figure 5.1 Weighting the 

TrecoLiTH. 
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5.4. Getting/acquiring data 

Since this hydraulic system had never been assembled before in light vehicles, the comparison 

between the simulated models and the reality should be done. In order to see the performance of the 

system, the pressure from some points of the system and the speed of the vehicle was going to be 

taken. Therefore an acquiring data system was needed to be used.  

There are a lot of means to acquire data and each one with different characteristics. But the host 

department already had one. A Compact RIO programmable automation controller was able to be 

used. This device, from National Instruments (NI), is a reconfigurable control and acquisition system 

useful for a fair amount of applications.  

 

5.4.1. Data acquiring tools 

The device in particular, a cRIO 9002 

(Figure 5.2), is a Real-time controller with 

reconfigurable FPGA (Field-Programmable 

Gate Array) chips and programmed by 

LabVIEW graphical development tools. 

This controller is attached to a NI 9101 

chassis, a frame where the different modules 

can be connected and transmit the data to 

the controller. In this case, only an analog 

input module was necessary. This was a NI 

9205, a module with 32-channel single- 

ended.  

 

The characteristics of cRIO 9002, cRIO 9205 and cRIO 9101 can be found in Appendix C.  

In order to understand the way in which the data was acquired, it is mandatory to explain how a real-

time controller like the cRIO works. First of all, two parts must be clearly distinguished, the hardware 

and the software.  

Beginning with the hardware, the first step is to talk about the FPGA. This is a field-programmable 

gate array (FPGA) which will work as a connection between the signal and the computer. The engineer 

will program this chip in order to explain what the cRIO is going to do and what are each input and 

output of its modules. Perhaps the FPGA can be called as the brain of the device that must be taught 

before being able to work.   

Figure 5.2 CompactRIO 9002. Source: (National Instruments 

Corporation, 2010). 
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Once the hardware of the real-time controller has been identified, a way to relate or connect the data 

acquired and the host computer must be found. The software used to deal with all the data acquirement 

is called LabView. This is a program that has been developed for the purpose of make accessible to 

any kind of engineer the use of devices to measure, test or control systems without a large knowledge 

in programming.  

Using LabView the programmer can explain their functions to the controller or the host computer by 

creating VI’s (Virtual Instrument). A VI is a LabView program where real instruments can be 

simulated (as virtual) and data can be processed or stored. This software is also used to program the 

FPGA telling its functions.  

 
Figure 5.3 Data acquisition process 

 

5.4.2. VI’s  

A LabView project in FPGA Interface Mode will be composed of two VI’s, a FPGA VI and a Host VI. 

The FPGA VI has all the inputs that are going to be used. As the only measures that were needed were 

two pressures and the speed, four inputs were implemented in the VI.  

Once the FPGA VI was finished, it was compiled to the controller, so then it could recognize each of 

the signals it was receiving. The next step to be able to read the data was to make the FPGA outputs 

understandable for the computer. The responsible of that was the host VI (Figure 5.4). On it the same 

inputs were emulated and some more controls were added, in order to get the data stored to a file after 

each connection.  
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Figure 5.4 Host VI 

So after all the programs were done, pressing the run button was starting to store data in three different 

files, one per each measure. Inside this files two columns of numbers were plotted, one with the time 

and the other one with the measure. Later on, as will be explained below, this data had been processed 

and studied with Matlab, so this program was able to read the LabView files. 

5.4.3. Assembling to the vehicle 

To have the whole data acquisition system ready and working in the vehicle, some important things 

were needed. 

- Laptop with battery 

o Crossover cable 

- CRIO 9002 with NI 9101 chassis and Ni 9205 Analog input 

o Voltage supply for the cRIO 

- Two pressure sensors/transducers plus speed sensor 

o Voltage supply for these sensors 

Both the pressure transducers and the cRIO needed a voltage supply to work. The interval of voltage 

which they could work was 9 to 35 V for the controller and 24 to 30 volts for the pressure transducers. 

After checking different ways to power them (vehicle’s batteries, extra batteries, DC/DC converter ...) 

the option chosen was to connect them to 8 of the 23 cells of the bike. With them a total voltage of 30 

Volts was reached, enough to power all the system.  

In all the parts that were assembled to the vehicle a thin layer of foam was used as shock absorber or to 

avoid vibrations and noise into the data stored. Nevertheless, as it will be explained some lines below, 
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a little bit of noise appeared in the data, which made more 

difficult to understand all the information acquired.  

It is also important to say that finally the data was stored 

directly in a computer, so the driver was wearing a backpack 

with the laptop inside and the crossover cable connected on 

it and on the controller. To escape from wearing the laptop, 

a different program was tried to be developed, but it did not 

succeed. It is known that the cRIO has an own storage space 

of 64 MB, but in order to use it a stand-alone real time 

application was needed. Unfortunately, the controlled used is not easily useful for that kind of 

applications and this idea was ruled out after some days of tests. 

5.5. Data acquired 

As soon as the bike was ready and all the data acquisition system assembled in the bike, the tests could 

be done. Two days were needed to do them, so the environment variables were annotated and 

compared only to check the differences in case of high variability.  

The first day the rolling tests without HERS and with the HERS assembled but not mounted were 

done. The information about them is available in the chapter 6, from the reference (Hallman, et al., 

2010). The last tests of rolling with the HERS assembled and connected were done the second day of 

tests. 

Later on, the hydraulic system could be tested. In order to do that the data acquisition system was 

connected and prepared to store data, so the laptop was placed in the backpack and the program in run. 

After all, only ten tests could be done as the valve started to leak due to a broken seal. The tests done 

were the following. 

- 2 tests just for testing and warm-up the system 

- 3 tests braking from 50 to 0 km/h and accelerating again with the HERS. 

- 3 tests braking from 30 to 0 km/h and accelerating again with the HERS. 

- 2 tests accelerating until 50 km/h with only electric, braking and charging the HPA and 

accelerating again but with both, electric and hydraulic until 50km/h. 

As has been mentioned above, three files for each test were stored. With all the data in .lvm files 

(directly from LabView), Matlab was used to store and save it in a matrix. These matrixes were saved 

with the number of the test and what was done during that test. The way that each data had been 

treated is detailed below. 

Figure 5.5 Data acquisition system assembled. 
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5.5.1. Pressures 

As the VI developed with LabView was converting the voltage to pressure, the measures acquired 

were in bars, so the only thing needed to be done was to plot these data versus the time.  

 
Figure 5.6 Example of pressures during one test 

As it can be seen in the plots, some noise appeared in some parts of the tests. Studying this noise and 

the time when it came into view, it was discovered that was due to the use of the electric engine. The 

acquired data system was connected to the batteries of the vehicle so when the electric motor was used, 

the voltage of the batteries was oscillating and this noise was stored.  

That noise did not entail any problem with the pressures, as hardly ever the electric motor was used at 

the same time as the hydraulic system. But regarding to the speed, it involved a bad-looking data and 

difficult to be used. 

 
Figure 5.7 Comparing pressures between HPA and LPA 
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In the Figure 5.7, a plot to compare both pressures has been placed. In this plot it can be seen that, as it 

was assumed, when the pressure in the HPA is increasing, the pressure in the LPA is decreasing. Of 

course the same happens in the opposite direction. 

It can also be appreciated that the increase/decrease of pressure in the HPA is some times bigger than 

in the LPA. The reason of that is the precharged pressure of gas in the accumulators, which causes a 

high increase of pressure in the HPA with a tiny increase of volume. 

5.5.2. Speed 

In this case, the raw data acquired was not as clear as the pressures. The system used to know the 

speed was a traditional speedometer used in bicycles, which gives a voltage peak each time that the 

chosen wheel turns once.  

 
Figure 5.8 Voltage sampled from the speed sensor 

As it can be seen in the Figure 5.8, the acquired data was a constant voltage with some peaks (when 

the switch of the wheel was closing the circuit) and a lot of noise. In this measure, the noise was 

bothering a lot, such a point that the speed was almost impossible to find.  

An M-file with Matlab was developed to find the speed. This program had to find the peak points, 

compare its times to the ones before and give the actual speed. Although the program was developed 

only for this purpose, the noise was modifying the too much the data and the speed’s plot was not 

really clear. Some adjustments were done to try to suppress this noise and to be able to read the speed 

properly, but a high knowledge in Matlab was needed and it did not work.  
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Figure 5.9 Speed plot from one of the tests 

Thus, only some parts were able to be used in future calculations. Nevertheless, as it can be seen in the 

Figure 5.9, the evolution of the speed during the tests could be read easily, but not a value per each 

time of the test. Looking to the same picture, it can also be noticed when the electric motor is used or 

not. For example, from around the second 25 to the second 42, only the hydraulic system was used, 

whereas during the other part of the test, the voltage of the batteries was oscillating.  

5.5.3. Test example 

In order to understand what was happening in each moment of the test, both, the pressures and the 

speed were plotted in the same figure. In such a way, it could be known when the hydraulic system 

was being charged, used or resting. Moreover, if the bike was accelerating or braking.  

To give the reader the opportunity to understand better what was occurring during the test, one 

example is explained below. It is possible to find the plots of all the tests in the Appendix D.  

The test that is going to be analyzed (Figure 5.10) was a braking from 50 km/h to zero with the 

hydraulic system and accelerating again with it.  

- First of all, from around the second 7.5, it can be seen how the bike was speeding up with the 

electric motor. Although a lot of noise appeared and the plot is disturbed, the tendency of 

increasing the speed can be noticed. At this moment the pressures were constant even some 

noise emerge. 

- When the driver was trying to keep moving forward at 50 km/h, more or less from the second 

14 to the 17.5, the speed’s plot is not really correct, and some wrong oscillations make the plot 

difficult to be understood. For that reason, it is hard to guess the exactly speed of the bike on 

each moment, which was a problem later on. 

- Then, the HERS was used, and around the second 17.5 it can be seen how the speed was 

decreasing and the pressure in the LPA was also decreasing while the pressure in the HPA 

was increasing. The cause of this increase/decrease of pressure was the flow of oil from one 

side of the system to the other side, due to the movement of the gerotors.  
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Figure 5.10 Braking test from 50 km/h to 0 and later acceleration (with HERS) 

- Around the second 22 the HPA was full, and the bike stopped, but the speed plot is not saying 

that. In this kind of speedometer, the low speeds are really difficult to measure and when the 

bike was stopped for a short time and accelerated again, the speed plotted is not exactly the 

correct one.  

- So the speed around the second 22 until the second 26 should be 0 km/h. During this period of 

time, there was a decreasing of pressure from the HPA. These losses are assumed to be from 

the valve, which is not completely sealed. This could be a good point to take into account in 

future applications, as a lot of energy is lost while the bike is stopped.  

- After that the driver pushed the footlever in the opposite direction and the bike started to 

accelerate again. In the plots is possible to see how the bike was speeding up while the HPA 

was used. Going further with that plot, it is possible to see how the acceleration was 

decreasing due to the HPA was being emptied. The empty of this accumulator was faster at 

the beginning and became slower at the end, as it was more powerful when it was totally 

charged. 

- When the vehicle reached the top speed, the HPA still had some energy (pressure), which 

means not powerful enough to speed up the vehicle, but still pushing to beat the friction 

forces. It is like that until the second 36, when the high pressure was totally emptied.  

- At this moment, the footlever was still pushed, so the motors were trying to move oil from the 

pressurized side to the other one but there was no oil remaining. That is the reason of the 

vertical line in the HPA plot and the peak in the LPA. This overtime of the footlever pressed 

should be controlled electronically or with a valve in future designs. 
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- Finally, the bike was slowing down with the kinetic energy that was still remaining until it 

stopped. Then the two pressures were quite similar although it shouldn’t be like that.  

The same analysis that has been done above can be done with every test, but maybe the reader could 

become to be bored and the information is barely the same. So it is possible to check the evolution of 

each test at the Appendix D.  

5.6. Calculations 

In this time the data had been understood and it was known that the hydraulic system was working 

properly. When the driver was pushing the footlever to brake, the vehicle started to slow down and the 

pressure was increasing in the HPA. It was also working when the driver pushed the lever to the other 

side.  

But although the system was working that was not enough. A few calculations should be done in order 

to found the performance, efficiency, reliability or energy balance of the system. First of all some 

theoretical information is going to be introduced. The first theory focused on was to compare the 

kinetic energy (1) when the bike started to brake, with the hydraulic energy stored in the accumulators 

(2). 

∆𝐸𝑘 =
1

2
· 𝑚 · ∆𝑣2     (1) 

∆𝐸𝐴 = ∆𝑉 · ∆𝑃       (2) 

This was quite a simply idea. During the braking, part of the kinetic energy the bike had at the 

beginning was stored in the HPA. To find which amount of this kinetic energy was stored, the losses in 

the system and the transfer of energy from one accumulator to the other one should be considered. It 

could be plainly understandable in the equation (3).  

So, the amount of kinetic energy is equal to the increment of energy in the HPA (positive), plus the 

increment of energy in the LPA (negative) plus all the losses during the braking (hydraulic friction, 

mechanical losses, rolling resistance ...). 

1

2
· 𝑚 · ∆𝑣2 = ∆𝐸𝐴𝐻 + ∆𝐸𝐴𝐿 + 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠     (3) 

The first problem found was the vague data acquired. The noise was doing really tough to find the data 

of the speed and the values couldn’t be believed at all.  

Even though the graphs regarding to the pressure were quite good, the volume was the next problem. 

Before doing the tests, nobody thought about the important the increases/decreases of volume were 

and it had been seen that a tiny variation in the volume can be a huge change in the energy stored.  
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That was a hard problem, because neither the evolution of the volume nor the volume at the beginning 

or the end could be predicted. The problem is that the accumulators were not totally emptied. It could 

be predicted the amount of volume in the valve, in the motors/pumps or in the hoses, but was 

impossible to predict the amount of volume remaining or filled in the accumulators. 

Some attempts to model the volume were done, but as the evolution of the speed during the 

deceleration was not really clear, they did not work. 

So the first theory could not be used and a second way to check the efficiency of the system should be 

found. A brainstorming started at this time and the hydraulic acceleration after braking seemed to be 

the best option due to the clearly plots of the speed for them. 

In order to illustrate this idea a drawing (Figure 5.11) with the speed plot and ―energy balls‖ had been 

done. Next it is explained this figure and what is the meaning of each part. 

 

 After a braking with the hydraulic system, an amount of hydraulic potential energy (in blue) is 

stored in the HPA, ready to be used. 

 When the footlever is pressed and the vehicle starts to speed up the potential energy is used 

and: 

o Part of this energy is converted into kinetic energy (in red), as the bike is increasing 

its speed. 

o The other part is used as work of the nonconservative forces (in grey). These forces 

are frictions or losses that the bike must beat to go forward and which are 

unrecoverable. 

 The vehicle is speeding up with the hydraulic energy until it reaches a maximum speed. At 

this moment, some energy is still remaining in the HPA, but it is not powerful enough to 

accelerate more the bike. 

 So while the bike is slowing down, this remaining energy is still pushing as far as the HPA is 

emptied. 

 Then the bike slows down to zero km/h with the kinetic energy it had. All the hydraulic 

potential energy has been used as work for the nonconservative forces. 
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Figure 5.11 Evolution of the energy during an hydraulic acceleration; speed plot and ―energy balls‖ 

Once the evolution of the energy during this plot was known a method to measure it should be found. 

As it was not direct to know this energy, the process was split in two parts. The first part was going to 

be calculated as the work of the nonconservative forces while the second part could be known for the 

kinetic energy. 

 Nonconservative forces work: Focusing on the slope of the plot during the speeding up, an 

average acceleration from zero to the max speed could be obtained. Then the distance that the 

vehicle covered during this time was also found with the area below the speed line. With these 

values and the mass of the vehicle, the work of the nonconservative forces could be obtained 

(4). This work was applied from the beginning of the acceleration until the HPA was empty, 

because as it has been explained, some energy was still remaining inside. 

𝑊𝑛𝑐𝑓 = 𝑚 · 𝑎𝑎𝑣𝑒 · ∆𝑥      (4) 

 Kinetic energy: The second part of the energy was found as kinetic energy of the vehicle with 

the maximum speed reached. However the hydraulic pressure was still pushing the bike at the 

beginning of the deceleration, the kinetic energy must be used from the highest speed.  

If both energies are added up (5), the result is the total energy needed to do this acceleration. What 

does it mean? This energy is the total energy recovered for the system. The energy that has remained 

from the kinetic energy the vehicle had at the beginning, before the first braking to increase the 

pressure in the HPA.  

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 = 𝑊𝑛𝑐𝑓 + ∆𝐸𝑘      (5) 

To be able to find all these equations and contrast them with the reality, some values were entered in 

Microsoft Excel. Quick tables to compare numbers were done and can be found in the Appendix E. 

These excel sheets were also used to find the results that are going to be explained below. 
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5.7. Results 

Once the test had been analyzed and some calculations had been done, is the time to get some results 

or conclusions. In the already mentioned reference (Hallman, et al., 2010), the results for the rolling 

resistance and friction in the system can be found. A little comparison with the distances is going to be 

done here as well. 

After that a quick comparison between the simulations and the tests will take place. Just to see the 

reliability of the simulation. Finally the efficiency will be treated, as is the most import part of these 

results. 

5.7.1. Distances 

During the rolling tests, the bike was accelerated until some speed and then decelerated just for the 

frictions. The distance covered for the vehicle was annotated and marked in the path. Comparing the 

different tests, it could be seen that when the HERS was mounted but not connected the distance was 

bigger, while when it was connected the distance was shorter than both tests done before.  

But it is more interesting to compare the rolling distance covered with all the system mounted against 

the distance covered when the vehicle brakes and accelerate with the hydraulic system. In this case the 

distance is quite smaller due to the added losses using the system. 

In any case these distances could not get any result or conclusion, as the distance covered is function of 

speed and acceleration. But it is curious to see that some energy was being lost during the tests, as a 

result of frictions and rolling resistances. 

5.7.2. Simulation vs tests 

To check how close to the reality the simulation was, some values are compared in the Table 5.1. It 

was really difficult to achieve the same conditions in the test than in the simulation, for example, start 

to brake at exactly 30 km/h is really difficult. But some repetitions of the same tests were done in order 

to minimize the variability. 
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Table 5.1 Comparison between simulation and real tests 

Braking from 30 to 0 km/h 

      Simulation Test 

Braking time [s] 5,5 4,5 

Braking distance [m] 26,5 20,2 

LPA 

Before 

[bar] 

30 24,5 

After 7,75 6,6 

Increase -22,25 -17,9 

HPA 

Before 63 69,5 

After 137 123 

Increase 74 53,5 

The values of braking time and braking distance were smaller during the tests than in the simulation. 

This is because of the added friction forces and rolling resistance that in the simulation could not be 

used. There was not a way to know the mechanical losses and the rolling resistance before doing the 

tests, so in the simulation it was neglected.  

For the same reason, the increase of pressure in the LPA and, consequently, in the HPA is lower in the 

tests than in the simulation. In this case that means that the energy stored is lower, due to the work of 

the nonconservative forces. 

 

5.7.3. Efficiency 

With the equations obtained some lines above and the excel sheets done with all the values; the 

efficiency of the system could be analyzed. First of all some theoretical definitions should be 

introduced. 

The efficiency of the system can be found from the efficiencies of all the parts or subassemblies (see 

paragraph 1.3 of reference (Rydberg, 2009)). But in this case, the efficiencies are not available, so it is 

necessary to know the energies in order to obtain the total efficiency.  

Consider a sequence where the vehicle does: 

- Accelerate until a certain speed (acquiring kinetic energy 𝐸𝑘) 

- Brake with the HERS (storing hydraulic energy 𝐸𝐴) 

- Accelerate with the HERS 

- Let the vehicle move until all the hydraulic energy is used 

Since the energy used during the second acceleration has been found (𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑 ), the total efficiency 

(𝜂𝑇) can be calculated as the fraction of this recovered energy divided by the kinetic energy at the 
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beginning of the braking (6). Using the energy of the second acceleration, the energy has been 

transported through some parts twice, so the efficiency is quite low. 

𝐸𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

𝐸𝑘
= 𝜂𝑇             (6) 

With the tests from 30 to 0 km/h the values obtained in each repetition were really different. It was 

known that the speedometer was not working really well when the speeds were low, so these values 

were not good enough. 

But for the tests from 50 to 0 km/h the plot of the speed was better, so the values could be used. All the 

values needed to find the efficiency can be seen in the Table 5.2 for each attempt of this test. Using the 

names of the table, the efficiency was calculated as (7), where 𝐸𝑘   50
𝑘𝑚


  is the kinetic energy when 

the vehicle is travelling at this speed. 

𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘 +𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐  𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦

𝐸𝑘(50
𝑘𝑚


)

= 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦           (7) 

The average efficiency of these tests was around 22%. But that was not enough to assess the 

performance of the system, so it was needed to compare that with the weight added to the vehicle. 

 

Table 5.2 Values from the test of acceleration before breaking from 50 to 0 km/h (with HERS) 

Accelerating after braking from 50 to 0 km/h 

First attempt (Test 3) Second attempt (Test 4) Third attempt (Test 5) Units 

Max. Speed  13,8   Max. Speed  12   Max. Speed  13,4   [km/h] 

Acc. Ave.  0,501   Acc. Ave.  0,475   Acc. Ave.  0,519   [m/s^2] 

Distance  27,11   Distance  28,36   Distance  26,5   [m] 

Force noncons.  187,88   Force noncons.  178,01   Force noncons.  194,63   [N] 

Work  5093,29   Work  5048,43   Work  5157,56   [J] 

Kinetic energy  2755,21   Kinetic energy  2083,33   Kinetic energy  2597,80   [J] 

Efficiency 22,59   Efficiency 20,53   Efficiency 21,44   % 

 

To compare this weight and see if the hydraulic system was auto compensating or not, the kinetic 

energy added to the vehicle with the HERS (around 56 kg) was considered. This kinetic energy (in red 

in the Figure 5.12) was around 15% of the total kinetic energy of the vehicle (in blue).  

In the same plot, the recovered energy (in green) was added, calculated from the average efficiency on 

Table 5.2. Thus the recovered energy was bigger than the weight added, so the system was auto 

compensated.  
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Figure 5.12 Energy comparison (Energy in [J]) 

5.8. Feelings and reliability 

The first impressions after testing the HERS were really curious. Before the tests, it was thought that 

the braking was going to be really hard when the HPA was going to be almost full, to such a point that 

blocked the wheels. The same was thought with the acceleration with the HPA full, a powerful 

acceleration that was going to spin too fast the wheels. 

But the behaviour of the system was really soft. Both, the braking and the acceleration were smooth 

and changing progressively when the pressure was increasing or decreasing. Because of this, an 

alternative braking system is going to be always needed for harder or emergency brakes. Of course, 

without having in mind the variable motors. 

The motors used in that system had a working angular speed barely low, but when the wheels are 

turning too slow, the forces that the vehicle must beat were high and they were not really useful. When 

the driver tried to use the stored energy after accelerate a little with the electric motor, the feelings 

were really better. He could notice the pressure pushing the bike and helping the electric energy. 

Therefore the system should not be used with the vehicle stopped, as the driver will benefit more when 

the vehicle has some speed. 

Finally, and due to the pressure in the hoses, the handling of the vehicle was getting worse and worse 

when the energy was stored. The higher the pressure is, the stiffer the hoses are, and so the tilting and 

steering of the bike needed more strength. 
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6. Improvements 

This chapter contains ideas about how this master thesis project and the work done in general could be 

improved. Therefore, improvements in many fields have been explained. 

6.1. Related to the CAD 

When a project is started, always must be kept in mind that others can continue it in the future. So it is 

hardly recommended to improve some things that had been found during the project. 

- Improve the CAD. 

o Dimensions corresponding with reality: Some parts had different dimensions in the 

CAD than in the vehicle. This problem can be attributable to the difficulties with the 

system of measurement of ProEngineer, which some parts were in metric system and 

other parts in imperial units. One of these systems should be chosen for all the parts. 

o Include some parts that are not in the CAD: The assembly is not completed and 

there are a lot of parts missing, such as the batteries. 

 

- Improve the way of naming the CAD files or parts. 

o Use numbers and letters and no descriptions. This way you get an ordered folder 

of the CAD, where it can be easy to find the parts. Furthermore, the reference can 

split the parts in subassemblies, can have symmetric copies with only a number or can 

contain the revision number. 

6.2. Related to the hydraulic linkage 

When a mechanism that interacts with people is designed, the ergonomic aspect is very important. 

Although this feature was kept in mind all the time, the system can still be improved in this way. 

First of all a quick look at the problems found can be done. The foot-lever was thought for being used 

with the toe tip and the heel of the foot. In addition, the displacement and the force were inversely 

proportional and in order to have a soft mechanism there was too much displacement in the footlever. 

So the downwards movement with the heel was almost impossible as shown in the left picture of 

Figure 6.1. However, this movement could also be done by the toe tip like in right picture of Figure 

6.1, but it is not comfortable anyway. 
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Figure 6.1 Accelerate function: movement of the foot. 

The best way to move the current mechanism was to use the footlever always with the toe tip as shown 

in the Figure 6.2. But in this case, dealing with the lever was not ergonomic. 

 
Figure 6.2 Brake function (left picture) and accelerate function (right picture): movement of the foot. 

For all the explained above, one of the improvements for the hydraulic linkage could be to use the 

footlever upwards and downwards only with the toe tip, for both functions: accelerate and brake with 

the HERS, just like a common shifter. To do that, the distance between the axle and the front part of 

the footlever must be increased at least 2cm, regarding for example a standard shifter. 

6.3. Related to the data acquisition system 

The alimentation for the CompactRIO and the transducers was gotten from 8 cells of the TrecoLiTH 

batteries. Because of that, much noise was recorded when doing the test as it was shown in the plots. 

When accelerating, the consumption of the electric motor produced that noise. 

If a data acquisition system is used again in a vehicle like the TrecoLiTH, the voltage supply should be 

changed or modified. The correct solution should be use a separate battery for all the acquisition 

system (CompactRIO, transducers, etc.) so it does not depend on the throttle of the vehicle. But then 

some weight could be added to the system and that is not a good point. Thus, perhaps is better to find 

or design a filter and use the same batteries of the vehicle or a DC/DC converter.  
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Moreover, although the devices were leaning on a piece of foam, the vibrations of the vehicle were 

also affecting the data a little. A better isolation for the cRIO and the transducers boxes should be used 

for next applications. 

Many problems were found as well with the sampling of the speed. In order to acquire the speed, the 

current standard speedometer mounted on the bike was used. 

Two wires, which came from the sensor (see Figure 6.3), were 

connected at the same time to the CompactRIO. 

Then a peak of voltage was registered each time the wheel was 

doing a complete spin. That was a problem when the bike was 

going at low speeds, as the perimeter of the wheel was close to 

2 meters. 

 

A new way of knowing the speed should be found, as the standard bicycle speedometer is not accurate 

enough. Two good solutions to solve this problem and to have a really good acquirement of the speed 

could be the following. 

- Speed sensor trigger (Hall-effect): If a speed sensor trigger is mounted in one of the wheels, 

and a magnetic sensor placed beside this trigger, the number of peaks is going to be higher. 

Then the speed could be known after every spin of 10 degrees (depending on the number of 

teeth of the trigger), so the plot would be quite better. 

- Rotary encoder: Working the same way as the speed sensor trigger but optical, where a light 

shines through a disc with gray code. This is one of the most used technologies in angular 

movements.  

6.4. Related to the HERS 

As it was said in the section 2.3, this work has been carried out with four people. Even though the 

aspects to improve the HERS were thought together, they are listed in section 7.2 in the report from 

reference (Hallman, et al., 2010). 

6.5. Related to vehicle in general 

After assembling the hydraulic system in the vehicle and driving with it, some improvements 

regarding to the general handling of the bike can be discussed. 

 

Figure 6.3 Speed sensor. 
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Suppress the tilting function 

If the tilting is avoided, the implementation of the HERS could be easier because there are fewer 

problems when the hoses get stiffer due to the high pressure. Moreover, the dynamics of this vehicle is 

quite curious and it is difficult to manoeuvre. This solution comes inspired in a commercial vehicle, the 

Can-Am Spyder from bombardier (Bombardier Recreational Products Inc., 2010). 

Decrease the weight and low the center of mass 

With these solutions that should come together, the handling it’s improved. So if avoiding the tilting 

and lowing the center of mass, maybe a better handling and funny vehicle could come across. 

Reverse gear 

This would be a good and easy solution to implement in the vehicle, since it has a huge weight and it’s 

difficult to move for example when manoeuvring it. 

Built a skid plate and steering limiters 

The skid plate was a part that should be built with the hydraulic linkage, in order to protect the 

hydraulic linkage from hitting the ground while driving. Finally, to test it here was enough but maybe 

not if the vehicle has to go again in a competition. 

As well as the skid plate, steering limiters should be built. This way the vehicle prevents from crashing 

more important parts in the steering, in case of accident. 
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Conclusions 

 

This hydraulic system was developed with the purpose of saving energy. Due to regeneration in the 

braking, the driver should be able to get extra acceleration. And it was like that.  

The first thing that must be said is the loss of manoeuvrability of the vehicle when the system is 

pressurized. The hoses are quite stiffer and the tilting and the steering are getting worse. Some 

improvements must be done if hydraulic systems are going to be used in steering wheels or tilting 

vehicles.  

Although the feeling between the system and the driver using the footlever were quite good, in future 

applications this lever should be suppressed. To be ergonomic and used to its maximum, the system 

must be actuated electronically so the driver will not have to think which brake or throttle is going to 

use. Furthermore, the lever can be released on time, to avoid a reversion of the working cycle or to 

high pressures in the low pressure side of the system.  

The behaviour of the system was really soft and pleasant to be used. The braking and the acceleration 

were changing progressively when the pressure was increasing or decreasing but always smooth. 

Because of this, an alternative braking system needed for harder or emergency brakes. 

Through the plots of the pressure during the tests, it was found that when the HPA is full, there is some 

constant leakage in the valve. The constant flow into the valve causes a decrease of pressure that 

means losses of energy. The more pressure the HPA has, the more powerful the system is. Thus, it is 

necessary to have a valve as leakproof as possible.  

Losses in friction and rolling caused a decrease in the energy stored. Therefore, the efficiency was 

reduced to such a point that it cannot be ensured their auto-compensating. When the speeds were too 

low, the friction forces were too high, and the energy could not be used properly. Nevertheless, the 

tests determined that when the HPA was full-filled and this energy used, the HERS was auto-

compensating its own weight. This efficiency is pretty low and when the system is not used near to its 

maximum then it does not compensate the weight.  

In order to make use of this system in future applications, the stored energy should be used when the 

vehicle is already moving and the driver wants to speed it more up. Otherwise the vast majority of the 

energy is wasted for the work of the nonconservative forces. 

Regarding to the efficiency of the different parts of the system, the vast majority of the losses are in the 

gerotors. This kind of rotors/pumps has a low performance and some research in this field must be 
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done. Future applications will be centered in variable motors that will be able to adjust the power 

needed. Thus, the acceleration will be controlled but also the deceleration, since braking hard will be 

possible. Otherwise, an alternative braking is needed. 

Some research in a device to control the lever and the pressures should be done. It is an important part 

of the system that will avoid some losses, worries of the driver and also will take care of the maximum 

and minimum pressure. This way the system can be used properly and the driver will be focused on the 

track and not on the vehicle. 

For the simulations that were done before the tests, the later comparisons said that they were quite 

good. The values found through the simulations did not have the losses of rolling resistance, but 

pressures and speeds were close to the acquired in the real tests.  

Finally, this system perhaps is not the best solution for recovering energy. It has low efficiency and 

cannot work in high angular speeds. The power is not controllable and the hoses need to be softer. But 

this system is a step for future applications, for next improvements and researches.  
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A.  Hydraulic linkage calculations 

The lever: Three parts welded together and placed at the left driver’s foot to deal with two directions 

(up and down). Two of them have to be machined and the third one can be done by laser cut. The 

dimensions let the driver brake and accelerate with not a big movement of the toe tip and a simple 

FEA had been done to test it. The load had been increased to have a little safety factor, so the load was 

300 Newton. 

 
Figure A.1 Footlever (simplification) FEA analysis  

The highest strain was in the middle of the plate, but it was not really big (aprox. 200 MPA) which 

means a normal steel can be used without any treatment. 

The rod: The distance between the valve and the foot was really long and the rod was close to 1 meter 

of length, so it was going to be necessary to do some buckling analysis. The rod was finally a filled 

rod. The equations of buckling are the following ones: 

𝐹 =
𝜋2·𝐸·𝐼

𝐾·𝐿2
       (A.1) 

Table A.1 Values for the buckling equation 

Parameter Description Value 

E Modulus of elasticity aluminium 69000 MPa 

I Area moment of inertia         𝐼 =
𝜋

4
· 𝑟4 - 

r Rod radius 6 mm 

L Unsupported length 920 mm 

K Factor of length effectiveness 1 

 

With these values, the strength was: 

𝐹 =
𝜋2·𝐸·𝐼

𝐾·𝐿2 = 819𝑁      (A.2) 

So the conclusion is that with the strength needed to move the valve’s lever the rod will not buckle. 
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B.  Hydraulic linkage drawings 
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Table B.1 Parts’ list 
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C.  Acquiring data devices characteristics 

During the project, it was necessary to know everything about the devices that were being used to 

acquire data. The intervals of voltage in which they work, how to plug them or their applications, were 

some important things to know. All these parameters and more information were found in the web of 

National Instruments, see reference (National Instruments Corporation, 2010).  

The first idea was to print the general data of each device, but this was doing the project too long. So 

some web pages are next written in order to facilitate the understanding of the devices. It was decided 

to do a special appendix for that as it can be used as a manual or a tutorial to follow.  

Compact RIO 9002 

Native Instruments Corporation. 2010. CRIO 9002. Operating Instructions. [Online] 2010. 

http://www.ni.com/pdf/manuals/373561c.pdf. 

Native Instruments Corporation. 2010. CRIO 9002 CompactRIO Real-Time Embedded Controllers. 

Data sheet and specficitations. [Online] 2010. http://sine.ni.com/ds/app/doc/p/id/ds-200/lang/en. 

 

NI 9205 module 

Native Instruments Corporation. 2010. NI 9205. Calibration Procedure. [Online] 2010.  

Native Instruments Corporation. 2010. NI 9205 module. Data sheet. [Online] 2010. 

http://sine.ni.com/ds/app/doc/p/id/ds-190/lang/en. 

Native Instruments Corporation. 2010. NI 9205 module. Operating instructions and specifications. 

[Online] 2010. http://www.ni.com/pdf/manuals/374188d.pdf. 

 

Compact RIO 9101 

National Instruments Corporation. 2010. Compact RIO 9101. Intallation instructions. [Online] 

2010. http://www.ni.com/pdf/manuals/371559a.pdf. 

Native Instruments Corporation. 2010. CRIO 9101. Data sheet. [Online] 2010. 
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D.  Acquired data 

The raw data was in .lvm files that can be opened with a standard Notepad or also with Matlab. All 

these files can be found in the CD attached, in the folder Acquiring data/Tests 2010-05-18/Raw data. 

At the beginning of each file there is a header that the program does and where some information of 

the data is detailed. There is also the time of the test.  

The files are named as the following, where the letter i means the number of the test done. 

- PS1_i: Where there is the pressure data acquired from the LPA.  

- PS2_i: For the pressure data acquired from the HPA. 

- SS_i: With the voltage of the speed sensor. 

After the header, each file contains 2 columns; the first one is always the time in seconds, while the 

second one is the pressure in [bar] for the pressure sensors and the voltage in [V] for the speed sensor. 

For some reason that could not be found, sometimes there are 2 measures at the same time. Perhaps it 

has a relation with the emerging noise.  

In order to plot and understand better the data, they were converted in Matlab data. In this case, the 

way to structure the files was saving them per each test, so then was going to be easy to have all the 

data of the same test together. The MAT-files are named as Test number – test information and can be 

found in the folder Acquiring data/Tests 2010-05-18/MAT-files. In each of these files two variables per 

each sensor can be found, the header (called textdata) and a matrix with all the values. That means a 

total of 6 variables per file. 

 

Once the data was ready to be treated with Matlab, an M-file was needed to make some calculations 

and plots. After some modifications, the M-file used to plot the pressures and find the speed was the 

following. It can be found in the folder Acquiring data/Tests 2010-05-18/M-files, with the name test.m. 

 

%% Dealing with the acquired data 
% Preparing the values 

  
close all; 
clear Ar; 
clear t; 
clear t_2; 
clc; 

  
% Defining data 

  
disp('Define pressure sensor 1 matrix as PS1') 
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disp('Define pressure sensor 2 matrix as PS2') 
disp('Define speed matrix as SS') 
disp('Type "return" when done') 

  
keyboard; 

  
%% Pressure sensor 1 
% Data is  stored in diferent matrix named PS1_i, where i is the 
% number of the test. This is the LPA. 

  
figure(1); 
subplot(2,2,1), plot(PS1(:,1),PS1(:,2)); 
hold on; 
grid on; 
title('LPA'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Pressure [bar]'); 

  
figure(2); 
plot(PS1(:,1),PS1(:,2),'r'); 
hold on; 
grid on; 
title('Comparing pressures'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Pressure [bar]'); 

  
%% Pressure sensor 2 
% Data is  stored in diferent matrix named PS2_i, where i is the 
% number of the test. This is the HPA. 

  
figure(1) 
subplot(2,2,2), plot(PS2(:,1),PS2(:,2)); 
hold on; 
grid on; 
title('HPA'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Pressure [bar]'); 

  
figure(2); 
plot(PS2(:,1),PS2(:,2),'g'); 
hold on; 
grid on; 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Pressure [bar]'); 
legend('LPA','HPA'); 

  
%% Speed plot and the frequency 

  
% Frequency data of the spining of the wheel is stored in a matrix, where 
% the voltage is 0 when the switch is closed.  

  
% Looking for the peaks 

  
Ar(:,1)=SS(:,1); %Matrix with the values rounded to no decimals 
Ar(:,2)=round(SS(:,2)); 
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i=2; 
j=1; 
s0=Ar(1,2); 

  
while i<=size(Ar,1) 
    s1=Ar(i,2); 
    if (s1-s0)>1.5 
        t(j,1)=Ar(i,1); 
        j=j+1; 
    else 

         
    end 
    i = i + 1; 
    s0=s1; 
end 

  
% Finally the speed 

  
t(1,2)=0; 
L=1.92; 

  
for i=2:size(t,1) 
    if t(i,1)-t(i-1,1)>=2 
        t(i,2)=0; 
    else 
    t(i,2)=(L/(t(i,1)-t(i-1,1)))*3.6; 
    end 
end 

  
t_2(1,1)=t(1,1); 

  
for i=2:size(t,1) 
    t_2(i,1)=(t(i,1)+t(i-1,1))/2; 
end 

  
t_2(:,2)=t(:,2); 

  
figure(1); 
subplot(2,2,[3 4]), plot(t_2(:,1),t_2(:,2)); 
hold on; 
grid on; 
title('Speed'); 
xlabel('Time [s]'); 
ylabel('Speed [km/h]'); 

 

Therefore, this file was used with each data of each test and the plots of every sensor were done. Next 

these plots are showed, but not explained, as it could take a lot of time. One explanation can be found 

in the section XXX of the report. All the plots are copied in the CD as MATLAB figures, but there are 

also jpg files (in the folder Acquiring data/Tests 2010-05-18/Figures).  
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D-1. Test 1 – First warm up 

 

 
Figure D.1 Pressures and speed of test 1 

 

 
Figure D.2 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 1. 
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D-2. Test 2 – Second warm up 

 

 
Figure D.3 Pressures and speed of test 2. 

 

 
Figure D.4 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 2. 
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D-3. Test 3 – Brake from 50 to 0 km/h and accelerate with the HERS (First attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.5 Pressures and speed of test 3. 

 

 
Figure D.6 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 3. 
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D-4. Test 4 – Brake from 50 to 0 km/h and accelerate with the HERS (Second attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.7 Pressures and speed of test 4. 

 

 
Figure D.8 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 4. 
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D-5. Test 5 – Brake from 50 to 0 km/h and accelerate with the HERS (Third attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.9 Pressures and speed of test 5. 

 

 
Figure D.2 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 5. 
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D-6. Test 6 - Brake from 30 to 0 km/h and accelerate with the HERS (First attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.11 Pressures and speed of test 6. 

 

 
Figure D.12 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 6. 
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D-7. Test 7 – Brake from 30 to 0 km/h and accelerate with the HERS (Second attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.13 Pressures and speed of test 7. 

 

 
Figure D.14 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 7. 
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D-8. Test 8 – Brake from 30 to 0 km/h and accelerate with the HERS (Third attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.15 Pressures and speed of test 8. 

 

 
Figure D.16 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 8. 
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D-9. Test 9 – Electric Acceleration to 50 km/h and electric plus hydraulic acceleration  

to 50 km/h (First attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.17 Pressures and speed of test 9. 

 

 
Figure D.18 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 9.  
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D-10. Test 10 – Electric Acceleration to 50 km/h and electric plus hydraulic  

acceleration to 50 km/h (Second attempt) 

 

 
Figure D.19 Pressures and speed of test 10. 

 

 
Figure D.20 Pressures comparison (HPA vs. LPA) of test 10.  
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Matlab was also used to find the acceleration and the distance while using the hydraulic system for 

some calculations done during the project. Another small M-file was developed to find the average 

acceleration and can be seen below. This file is also in the CD, in the folder folder Acquiring 

data/Tests 2010-05-18/M-files, with the name Acc_ave.m. 

 

%% Looking for an average acceleration 

  

% S_acc is the matrix of the speed during hydraulic speeding up and 

% deceleration 

  

for i=1:(size(S_acc,1)-1) 

    Acc(i,1)=(S_acc(i,1)+S_acc(i+1,1))/2; 

    Acc(i,2)=((S_acc(i+1,2)-S_acc(i,2))/3.6)/(S_acc(i+1,1)-S_acc(i,1)); 

end 

  

% Now the average 

  

i=1; 

A_ave=0; 

  

while Acc(i,2)>0 

    A_ave=A_ave+Acc(i,2); 

    i=i+1; 

end 

  

A_ave=A_ave/(i-1) 

  

%% Looking for the distance done while accelerating 

  

% time is the time when the HPA is empty 

  

i=2; 

dist=0; 

time=36; 

  

while S_acc(i,1)<=time; 

    dist = dist + ((S_acc(i,2)/3.6+S_acc(i-1,2)/3.6)/2)*(S_acc(i,1)-

S_acc(i-1,1)); 

    i=i+1; 

end 
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E.  Excel sheets 

 

Some of the values found from the tests were written down in different excel sheets. Thus some 

calculations could be done and also comparisons between reality and simulations.  

Next these tables are shown. The first table (Table E.1) has the values of the braking tests from 50 to 0 

km/h. There were 3 of these tests, and the calculations were done for each test. For the values on the 

left, the kinetic energy before braking and the energy stored for the accumulators was looked for. But 

these values were not correct. 

The speed is squared in the equation of the kinetic energy, and a tiny change in this speed was entailing 

a big change in the kinetic energy. So this kinetic energy could be wrong, since the speed was not 

really clear in the plots.  

Furthermore, the value of the volume was lacking and some approximations were made. But this was 

also a really important measure, as it is proportional to the pressure and the increase in the HPA was 

really big.  

So as it can be seen in the square % back, the efficiency of the system was too high for being true, 

since the rolling resistance was not in the simulations. 

The right part of the table is explaining the calculations for the hydraulic acceleration. Some values are 

from the data and some other are found with Matlab from the plots. In this case, the values of the 

efficiency are assumed as true, since they are really similar and the quantity seems to be correct. 

The second table contains the braking from 30 to 0 km/h (Table E.2). The format is the same as the 

previous table (Table E.1) and also the calculations. Regarding to the performances, they are also too 

high for being correct. The efficiency values are neither good, because as it has been explained in the 

paragraph 5.7 Results, with low speeds the system is not used properly. 
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Table E.1 Values of braking test from 50 to 0 km/h 
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Table E.2 Values from braking test from 30 to 0 km/h 
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In order to see how important the volume was, the same calculations done with the tests were also 

done with some values from the simulation (Table E.3). Then it could be seen that the volume was 

extremely needed because the performances in the simulation were around 37%. 

 

Table E.3 Values of braking simulation from 30 to 0 km/h 
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